Soviet citizens display disdain for Gorbachev

Lithuanian’s fight supported

MONDAY, Oct. 31 - Tens of thousands of protesters in Riga snarled traffic on Gorky Embankment Monday morning, spreading the mass demonstrations that swept through Vilnius, Latvia and Estonia over the past week. The protests, which began last Friday, were called to demand independence and respect for human rights.

The demonstrators, who had gathered at Freedom Monument a day earlier, returned to the site Monday morning to press their demands. The crowd had grown considerably overnight.

Recession lowers Iowa’s population

Linda Seigle

The Daily Iowan

"It’s a little different situation than it was a couple weeks ago."-

Wyatt Riehling, Regents Secretary

The University of Iowa is investigating now as a result of the findings of the central state auditor, so it’s a little different situation than it was a couple weeks ago," said Regents Secretary R. Wayne Riehling.

Riehling said the current investigations being conducted by the University and the auditor’s office will report to the Board of Regents.

"I’m confident that the University will quickly come up with a plan and will move forward with proposals to reduce any inappropriate expenditures and to offset any expenditures in its audit report," Riehling said.

Branstad reprimands UI for ‘inadequate’ student senate audit

Researchers find ‘significant’ errors in prescription-writing

Medication Prescription Errors

The study was conducted at a 45-bed, tertiary-care teaching hospital in Michigan, where 47,841 medical orders were written over the course of 12 months.

Overall there were 1,180 errors, with 475 significant errors.

Errors by prescribing service

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Service</th>
<th>No. of Errors</th>
<th>Significant Errors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Internal Medicine</td>
<td>375</td>
<td>158</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surgery</td>
<td>458</td>
<td>118</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pediatrics</td>
<td>190</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OB/GYN</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nephrology</td>
<td>103</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neurology</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Medication-related events included: 136 total and 53 significant.

Definitions of errors, as determined by the investigators, included: 48 total and 24 significant.

one. The study also found that 91% of the errors were preventable.

The study suggests that there is a need for improved communication among medical professionals, increased education on medication errors, and the implementation of computerized systems to reduce errors.

The study’s findings also highlighted the importance of understanding the root causes of medication errors and implementing targeted interventions to address them.

Medication errors are a major public health concern, affecting millions of patients each year. By identifying areas for improvement, this study provides valuable insights for improving patient safety and reducing medication errors in healthcare settings.

The study is published in the Journal of the American Medical Informatics Association.
Geater claims evidence illegal; files to suppress

Kelly David
Daily Iowan

Silky sleeper Tony Geater fled a motion to suppress evidence in connection with a charge of attempting to cause injury to Johnston County District Court

o

... that Oeater had been harassing her. Pulling Geater over to the side of the road, she asked what he was doing and that he had argued with the clerk.

Geater claimed he was being followed by a car and that he had been in a fight.

The motion to suppress evidence was filed on May 3.
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Drug tests on Amtrak crew OK

National Transportation Safety Board heads investigation

The Associated Press

Tests of the crew involved in the deadly Amtrak crash in an effort to determine the influence of alcohol or drug consumption.

Officials from the National Transportation Safety Board and railroads are meeting Thursday in Los Angeles to discuss the crash.
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Jury bias analysis unsettled

WATERBURY — A psychology professor from the University of Rhode Island says that a report purporting to show that the University of Iowa's~sued order to allow participation in the University of Iowa's~sued order to allow participation in the University of Iowa's~sued order...
Creston man pleads guilty to assault, murder

CRESTON, Iowa (AP) —A Creston man has entered a guilty plea to reduced charges of murder and sexual assault in the death of a 14-year-old girl, the Union County prosecutor announced Tuesday.

Kevin Kel Franklin, 22, originally charged with first-degree murder and first-degree sexual assault in the death of Dorra Marie Hannah, 14, also of Creston, was found guilty of first-degree murder and sexual assault in the case, District Attorney Tim Kreyen said Franklin admitted strangling the girl after an argument January 7. Michael Strein scheduled sentencing for June 15. Second degree murder is punishable by up to 50 years in prison and the plea for first-degree sexual assault is up to 25 years in prison.
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The Iowa City Council approved the first consideration Tuesday to the Parks and Recreation Commission's budget, including a fee for yard waste collection on the curbside.

The council also voted to adopt the 1990 budget for the Iowa Emergency Shelter System Program. The funds are to be expended in support of the Iowa City Domestic Violence Shelter, the Emergency Food Pantry, and the Youth Emergency Shelter.

In other business, "Rasberries," a sharable, nongovernmental kernel of lawn study, was introduced to the council. The proposal calls for residents of Iowa City to participate in the special observation. Information on progress and a self-assessment of one's yard waste program can be found. Six weeks in Iowa City farming communities have until July 1 to implement additional green fees. The council also voted to adopt a change in the Iowa Emergency Shelter System Program. The funds are to be expended in support of the Iowa City Domestic Violence Shelter, the Emergency Food Pantry, and the Youth Emergency Shelter.

Miller assails Avenson on drunken driving laws

DESMOINES, Iowa (AP) — Democratic Governor Bob Graham on Thursday proposed to increase penalties for drunken driving issues, saying "this will be a defining issue" in the race.
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"I think he's trying to get away from his name and direct attention to me," Miller said. "But I believe the record is one of commitment to the nation's safety and one of commitment to Getting this done." Miller said his closest rival's record on drunken driving issues, saying "this will be a defining issue" in the race.
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S. Koreans riot against police

JERUSALEM (AP) -- Arrests of
several hundred Palestinian
leaders and their supporters
were reported in the southeastern
industrial city of Ulsan, where police
stormed into a building in which
they were suspected of planning
the April 13 killings of 43 people.

The killings were the worst in
South Korea since the start of the
year, and the police said they
were investigating the possibility
that the attack was connected to
the April 1992 killing of 20 people
in the southwestern city of
Daegu.

In South Korea, where
violence and crime are common
problems, the police said they
were not ruling out the possibility
that the attack was connected to
the April 1992 killing of 20 people
in the southwestern city of
Daegu.
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Government

(The internal audit function) determined that the audit was belated and everything is in order. Cooper said. "It's a spot check. We are looking to make sure nobody's not doing same thing."

Another goal of the present study also means that the businesses often are not subject to audit which may not be of the businesses and make sure
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The extension of student funds

Look for the premiere this fall!

THE SPRING GOLD RUSH IS ON

Over your college ring now.

Order your college ring now.

Congratulations

BRAD HARTMANN

Winner of the 1990
Homecoming Button Design and Theme Contest.

Look for the premiere this fall!

Savings You Won't Have To Study!

SPECIAL COLLEGE GRADUATE INCENTIVES
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A Bush's motives in Panama

A President George Bush, who seeks 3,000 more
Iowa-Gubernatorial
managers
Democratic
between the two candidates. But the brief
personal attacks for the remainder of the primary
drunken driving, or even abortion. Once again, the critical
Jay
severely battered in the primaries
Editor
issue is whether the
Give it a chance
by stopping the inflow of goods in a
Nepali Congress Party, but also other parties
ruled Algeria since independence from France in

NEPAL AND INDIA
Give it a chance
Change has begun to blow through the mountains of Asia and the
Nepal and India intend to give democratic government a
Nepal has had a tumultuous time. Last year, India slapped it
by stopping the influence of goods in a

Jamie Butters
It is important to be able to shrug sometimes.
A brief list of questions that probably should have been
repeated this amount this hasn't quite exercised me of their
she is sure that they will still refer to things other than "climate change"
As you are aware, many of the gondola that may come up, but other
plan to do - it doesn't really matter. It will be full of it.
that is the blessing of the Indian middle class, the Indians are
That is why the Bush-Eichmann case remains global symbolic -
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**Fighting continues along 90-mile Ethiopian front**

MASAFA, Eritrea (AP) — Despite repeated calls for a cease-fire, fighting along a 90-mile stretch of the border of the nearly 30-year-old Eritrean War has continued.

The battle raging near Eritrean towns and its southern border has grown, with both sides accusing the other of initiating the conflict. Tensions are high, with both sides reporting heavy losses.

The tension in the fighting along the border with the Eritrean town of Mekelle, 30 miles north of the border, increased following an incident in which an Eritrean soldier reportedly opened fire on a cross-border raid by Ethiopian forces.

The incident has escalated tensions and led to a series of retaliatory raids and attacks.

**FAA opposes govt inspection**

WASHINGTON (AP) — The Federal Aviation Administration and airline industry joined forces Tuesday to oppose legislation that would increase the federal role in inspecting aging aircraft. 

Anthony Broderick, FAA associate administrator, held a House hearing that the bill would lead to a fourfold increase in FAA inspectors and international relief suppliers to airlines, causing a major change in the way safety is monitored.

The hearing of the House Transportation and Infrastructure Committee heard two days after an investigation by The Associated Press that found an Eritrea Airlines Boeing 737 hit on the fly, killing 171 people.

The bill proposed by Democrat and Republican members of the aviation subcommittee would require the FAA to thoroughly inspect each aircraft — a strong proposal, according to FAA inspectors.

The bill would also require a thorough inspection of all aircraft, a task that would be unrealistic, according to FAA inspectors.
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WASHINGTON — After a week of delays, the Senate on Tuesday approved a $16.8 billion emergency spending bill that includes $174 million in aid President George Bush wants to help the new government in Panama and Peru.

The action, on a voice vote, sends the package to a conference in Washington with a $16 billion House-passed version.

Bush has threatened to veto the measure if negotiators fail to resolve House-Senate differences over sending military aid to the District of Columbia to use local funds to pay for abortions for poor women.

Most of the new foreign aid would be for military hardware, representing the first major application of a “peace dividend” Bush promised East-West nations.

Bush complained again Tuesday about Congress’ failure to enact his aid package, which the House and Senate had passed with the bill involved in vetoespending projects.

Government to restart nuclear reactor

WASHINGTON — The government intends to restart in December the first of three nuclear weapons reactors shut down for two years for safety reasons, Energy Secretary James D. Watkins said Tuesday in announcing reactivation plans for the Savannah River plant.

Watkins and the Energy Department also asked in a statement for Congress to increase funds for six nuclear reactors at the Savannah River plant because of national security reasons.

The statement said the order of priority for building the reactors was set in October by the Energy Department.

The action in a news conference, Cheney said the freeze order, which he imposed in November because of similar safety and environmental concerns.

Parmelee and Wilder at Fort Hood and at the four ports in Sunnyvale, Calif., and New York — be
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Mathematics seek to find head frozen

Los Angeles — A mathematician who found a formula as he can freeze his own head before he dies from a brain tumor said Tuesday that he is working to extend his research so other people can achieve the same goal.

Cryonic suspension is a procedure in which all or part of the body is cooled to reduce dying tissue death before patients can achieve the result.
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Military production freeze extended

WASHINGTON (AP) — Defense Secretary Dick Cheney rejected the idea that the Pentagon is pulling back on defense spending Tuesday by extending a worldwide moratorium on new construction projects at key weapons plants in Texas, Alabama, Mississippi and New York — because he reviewed for possible cancellation.

The move is expected to free the billions of dollars a year that go to pay for Pentagon spending in the area of defense projects.

Cheney and the frozen orders, which he imposed in January and since then have limited spending at 12 of the world’s largest weapons plants, are now expected to be reviewed at least once a year instead of forcing a complete new round of evaluations.

About 12 of the world’s largest weapons plants are now expected to be reviewed at least once a year instead of forcing a complete new round of evaluations.
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Officials continue to discuss freshmen ineligibility

There was also debate over whether the rest of the Big Ten, which had at least two schools under NCAA scrutiny, would have considered the case.

Among those discussed was the possibility of freshmen ineligibility, a step which sparked heated discussion at lorem ipsum.

In lorem ipsum, the president of the conference expressed concerns that freshmen out of state were not being held to the same standards as in-state transfers. The president felt that such a decision would be unfair to in-state transfers and would potentially harm the state's recruiting efforts.

President Johnson, a former conference leader, was among those opposed to the proposal, stating that it was a way of protecting the state's recruiting efforts and maintaining fair competition.

The proposal, he said, would be a way of ensuring that all students, regardless of their background, are held to the same standards. This would help to level the playing field and ensure that all students have an equal opportunity to succeed.

**FRESHMEN INELIGIBILITY**

**Will Iowa stand alone?**

"It's a very serious matter," said Dr. Charles Goff, dean of Admissions at Iowa, "If some schools are targeted this week, they can't give a fair shake to student-athletes and they have to change for any other kind of serious life.

"It would give freshmen a chance to handle in the university," Harlan Peck said. "Every student-athlete had the right to made clear those of their respective unions.

Since then, however, the proposal has gained support from conference leaders, including President John O'Nial of Wisconsin, who sent a letter to conference leaders expressing support for the proposal.

Secretary Harlan Peck, who has been a vocal supporter of the proposal, has now come around to the idea of the proposal, saying that it is the only way to prevent the proposal from making inroads.

"We're not going to allow this to happen," Peck said. "We're going to make sure that it doesn't happen.

The proposal has also gained support from conference leaders who have been skeptical of the proposal, including President John O'Nial of Wisconsin, who has now come around to the idea of the proposal.
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Sportsbriefs

Arnold named Golfer of Month

HAMILTON, N.J. — The recipient of this honor was Arnold "Bunky" Arnold, who is ranked 10th in the nation, is the league's highest ranked golfer. Arnold's victory at the National Men's Open was his first major event win.

Pico is last to go

CHICAGO (AP) — The Chicago Bulls reached an agreement with Jeff Pico to prevent him from becoming a free agent. Pico signed a contract that guarantees him nine million dollars over the next nine years.

Eckersley given extension

NEW YORK (AP) — Oakland reliever Dennis Eckersley on Tuesday signed a one-year contract extension to ensure his place on the team for the next six years. Eckersley, who has been one of the top relievers in the major leagues for the past three years, agreed to a two-year, $10 million contract.

NL discusses expansion

NEW YORK (AP) — The National League on Tuesday will announce a timetable for expansion by two teams following a major league ownership meeting in Cleveland on 14.

Tapes

James Dean will be honored with a special tape at the Los Angeles Lakers game on Saturday. This will be the first time that a tape will be dedicated to a single actor.

Freshmen

His appointment with St. Albans' head coach was confirmed. "It's a great honor for our school," the coach said. "We are excited to have him as our assistant coach." 

NBA

game away in the first round of the NBA playoffs.

The Pelicans held a 10-point lead in the third quarter when a strong wind from the north causes the ball to buckle in the game. Despite finishing strong in the second half, the Pelicans were unable to overcome the disadvantage and lost the game.
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George has fun in camp

"HOOPLAPOP" — Jeff George, the Indianapolis Colts quarterback, always tries to be a good sport and promptly proclaimed himself in the mood for some fun.

"There's a lot of talented here and the hunting season started yesterday Monday. The first day of the Ohio deer season," George said. "But for me, it's just fun. I know I'll do it. Everything's been a joke since I came in with them last January."

George thinks the jokes are a bit too much, but when the Colts open the season against the New York Islanders Friday night, he'll be ready to go.

George, who signed a six-year, $10 million contract two days ago, is ready to please the crowd.

No. 1 draft pick, get the ball of the week and the ball of our attention at the workout.

"I'd be a liar if I didn't admit to getting a kick out of the new teammates. They want to make me laugh, and I'm feeling the positive. They're being me, which I've been wanting to be a lot."

"I don't think they're trying too hard. They're just making me laugh."

George added that he's not thinking of winning the Super Bowl from day one.

"I think the veterans are just enjoying us young players, and I'm sure we have to do it right now."

George said he was laughing, but was smiling after every story.

"I was very pleased with being a part of the team," George said. "I'm not sure what happened to me."

George added that he was able to come out of the weekend and get a good sleep. Mayor said.

---

Hockey team keeps streak alive with win

BERN, Switzerland (AP) — Teenage forward Jeff Damphousse scored in the third period and West Geneva won its 19th straight game in the World Hockey Championship for the under-20 age group Wednesday in Bern.

The first of the six games played at the World Championship in Canada improved by one the previous recor

The enthusiasm of the under-20 age group was improved by one after the previous record.

The Under-20 age group in 1977 won the United States. Last year for world champions.

West Geneva clinched the gold medal round for the first time in its 25-year history.

They had all their games against the top four teams — the Netherlands, Cuba, the Soviet Union and Sweden. They started an opening round of the tournament that begins April 16.

The Under-20 age group won the World Championship in 1977. They are under 20 years old and the tournament is for the first time in its 25-year history.

The Under-20 age group won the World Championship in 1977. They are under 20 years old and the tournament is for the first time in its 25-year history.

---

Mets' pitcher costs own club 
over angry meeting with ump

HOLLYWOOD (AP) — David Cone, the Met's ace, said Thursday he didn't mean to injure pitcher Bob Babcock when he injured his ankle and arm.

"I was talking about the Mets' first win in 1988," Cone said. "But it's all right now."

Cone is upset with Bob Babcock. Cone said he didn't even touch the side of his face. "Sometimes his head is too big."

Cone added that he was upset with the Mets. "Sometimes his head is too big."

"I'm glad he's doing better," Cone said. "But it's all right now."

Cone is upset with Bob Babcock. Cone said he didn't even touch the side of his face. "Sometimes his head is too big."

---

Crossword

Edited by Eugene T. Maleska

ACROSS


DOWN


---

---

Bacon Cheeseburger
$2.99

---

Domino's Pizza
2.00 off 16" pizza
1.00 off 14" pizza
2 or more toppings
337-6200
PIZZA, SALADS, BEER
Drive in or Carry Out
We Deliver
M-F 11 am-2 pm
S-S 11 am-9 pm
Sun 2 pm-4 pm
580 E. 29th St.
321 S. Gilbert St.
529 S. Riverside Dr.
338-0030

---

---

---

---

---
PARIS (AP) — Louis Feraud, an artist, is happy in his paintings.

"What can I possibly want?" asked the owner, waving a sickeningly huge box in his hand, but he was a figure of one of his own creations, a magnificent painting at the Urban Gallery in New York from March 30 through April 15. It was one of the first American-museum-art shows in a very exciting season for him.

What else, asked, would Feraud want? He's got the sun on the morning and moon at night in his house, and his artist's attic — but what in his attic? It looks like the president's suite at the Plaza.

Louis Feraud, the fashion designer icon, asked at the World Trade Center, in Paris this spring, to have his house painted in green by his gardener. "I really want to paint," he said, "to paint." Feraud shares his house with his cats and a few other household pets, and his clothes, but a figure in one of his paintings is simply another day in the life of his garage. "I'm simply a stylistic copyist," he told the American Heart Association.

Life in Hell

How to Draw Akbar & Jeff

E.T.

E.T./T.G.I.F. Policy

Any art-related organization or group, including pressure groups, must be considered equally and fairly. All opinions must be expressed, and all viewpoints must be heard.

If the Narrowest of Art


Meanwhile, his shoe shop and workroom downstair are generating plenty of money. If his life is simple, it's filled with visitors who come to see his designs, his paintings, and his active, colorful, and sexily sexy business.

Letterman helps convict woman

NORWALK, Conn. (AP) — David Letterman helped cremate a woman who was released from prison for one of the nation's biggest sex scandals. The musical cameos were performed on "Late Night," a show hosted by Letterman, who sat in for the popular host.

"That's when first became aware of a new book in this field," said the nameless, last nameless person who had been in the studio.

Years Hard, Ray, 57, guilty and ordered her to Nanticoke State Prison, was once named among the sexiest criminals by the nation's newspapers against their first lady.

Ray, of Crawford, Colo., was released from New York City seven months before her March 15th arrest, having completed seven months as a nurse in a month session she received for breaking into Letterman's house last August.

"I'm simply a stylistic copyist." Louis Feraud

With exotic flowers, portrait and decorative landscapes in happy shades of ochre, Tuscan green, orange and gray, purple and blue, the sunny colors of the Mediterranean are most favored by Brigitte Bardot. "There's no school of painting," he said with a smile, "I'm painting! I'm simply a stylistic copyist. I'm drawing from Dufy or whoever, and I don't want anyone criticizing it." And he added, "I want to paint my way to the top of the Paris skyline."

"He's got the sun on the morning and moon at night in his house, and his artist's attic — but what in his attic? It looks like the president's suite at the Plaza," Feraud wouldn't miss it. "It's my life!"

"There are no school of painting," he said with a smile, "I'm painting! I'm simply a stylistic copyist. I'm drawing from Dufy or whoever, and I don't want anyone criticizing it." And he added, "I want to paint my way to the top of the Paris skyline."
Ninja Turtles' stalk music charts, but slip to 2nd spot

O'Connor rides music charts with "Nothing Compares 2U"

The following are the top record hits and leading popular music discs as they appear in this week's issue of Billboard.


S F

Scholarly book gamers TV offers for UI professor

D DISCOVER IOWA

DI Classifieds

111 Communications Center - 335-5764
11am for deadline on new acts & cancellations.

PERSONAL SERVICE

HELP WANTED

PERSONAL

HELP WANTED

TV ratings or publishing's best.

When Taurus reported not long ago that the only records accepted by BMI and Sony/ATV "Angel Town" made $200,000 in its first week and that the figures for the 25 percent for the weeks following were substantial.

NINJA TURTLES (AP) - Despite the failure of the "Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles" comic book, popular movies, and a hit television series, the "Ninja Turtles" have been successful on the recording charts.

"Ninja Turtles" music has been helpful to consider the revelation that there might be some meaning to the unexplained events.

"Ninja Turtles" music has been helpful to consider the revelation that there might be some meaning to the unexplained events.

"Ninja Turtles" music has been helpful to consider the revelation that there might be some meaning to the unexplained events.

"Ninja Turtles" music has been helpful to consider the revelation that there might be some meaning to the unexplained events.
Response Has Been Great!

We've Just Hired Another 40 Reps But Zacson Telemarketing NEEDS YOU!

$5.25 Per Hour Guaranteed

The first 40 qualified applicants will be hired!

Full time days/Part time evening available.

CALL FOR AN INTERVIEW WITH 2 PMA-4 PM OR STOP BY

ZACSON
339-9900
209 E. Washington, Suite 303
(Above Godfather's)

The Daily Iowan
eeds a full-time
DISPLAY
ADVERTISING
SALESPERSON

Great opportunity for person looking for job in advertising sales. Experience helpful. Degree preferred. Competitive salary and benefits. Base plus commis-
sion. Car required.

To apply, send cover letter, resume and references to Mr. A. Jim Leonard, Advertising Manager The Daily Iowan 201 Communications Center
Iowa City, Iowa 52242

The Daily Iowan is an EEO Employer.
SAVE!

You'll find aisle after aisle of savings...when you shop Eagle!

**FREE TRAVEL GIVEAWAY**

WIN Two Round Trip Tickets!

(Open Wide Midway Plan in the continental USA.)

Enter the Nestle Foods/Eagle/Midway Airlines...

"FREE TRAVEL GIVEAWAY"

There will be one lucky winner per store.

Enter today! Who knows, you and a guest could be on your way to enjoy 2 FREE round trip tickets to the destination of your choice. For more information see in-store details.

NESSLE CRUNCH, ALPINE CHOCOLATE, OH HENRY, CHUNKY, RAISINETS, 100,000 GRAND OR NESTLE MILK CHOCOLATE BARS

**FULL CUT**

BEEF ROUND STEAK

$188

Lb.

SWEET, JUICY

WATERMELON

19¢

Lb.

SUMMER SWEET

YELLOW SWEET CORN

5 EARS FOR $1

- Full Service - Postal Stamps - Key Buy Savings - Helpful Baggers - Guaranteed Five Star Meats - Convenient Drive-Up - "No Waitin'" Guarantee

"Apples for the Students"

Help put new Apple Computers into your area schools. From your Eagle register tapes and check, we'll donate 25¢ per computer to the school of your choice. For more information, see in-store details or speak to any Eagle for the Students coordinator toll free at 1-800-343-1370. This program runs until June 6, 1990.